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Abstract
Paraphrasing is often performed with less concern for controlled style conversion. Especially for questions and commands,
style-variant paraphrasing can be crucial in tone and manner, which also matters with industrial applications such as dialog
systems. In this paper, we attack this issue with a corpus construction scheme that simultaneously considers the core content and
style of directives, namely intent and formality, for the Korean language. Utilizing manually generated natural language queries
on six daily topics, we expand the corpus to formal and informal sentences by human rewriting and transferring. We verify the
validity and industrial applicability of our approach by checking the adequate classification and inference performance that fit
with conventional fine-tuning approaches, at the same time proposing a supervised formality transfer task.
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1. Introduction
Paraphrasing, the act of using different sentences
with the same meaning (Bhagat and Hovy, 2013), is
strongly related to the text style conversion or transfer
(Yamshchikov et al., 2020). While prior studies often
modify sentiment or offensiveness (Logeswaran et al.,
2018; dos Santos et al., 2018), in view of paraphrasing,
it should be well checked whether the core content of the
sentence is maintained during the conversion process.
If the sentence meaning stays the same while changing
politeness or formality (Rao and Tetreault, 2018), we
can call it paraphrasing or rewriting. Such styles can be
represented in diverse ways across genre, domain, and
language (Jhamtani et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018; Yang et
al., 2019).
Up to date, paraphrasing has been adopted as a use-
ful strategy for text data augmentation. For instance,
recent text augmentation schemes such as Dhole et al.
(2021) exploit various automatic rewriting tools such
as abbreviating, transliteration, lexical shift etc., while
paraphrasing through text style transfer is one of them.
The approach bases on unsupervised learning of En-
glish text styles, following the scheme of Krishna et
al. (2020). However, automatic style transfer may not
always guarantee the naturalness of the sentence and
the preservation of core contents. Also, it is not easy to
attain direct text style transfer pairs from unsupervised
and automatic approaches. This challenge is visible in
the languages with a comparably lower amount of re-
sources, where substantial resources are not guaranteed
for each desired text style.
In this light, we attempt to make up a solid scheme for
the manual construction of text style transfer database,
in a less studied language, Korean. We deal with the

scheme of constructing a corpus of style-variant para-
phrases for directive sentences such as questions and
commands, targeting the Korean language where po-
liteness (suffix) and honorifics play a significant role
in conversation (Strauss and Eun, 2005). Here, we con-
sider topic and speech act as attributes constituting the
directive sentence (Cho et al., 2020a) and construct a
formal style paraphrase set using the natural language
queries displaying each topic and speech act. Finally,
style-variant paraphrase pairs are obtained by manual
conversion from formal to informal sentences in consid-
eration of content preservation, and are to be released
publicly as the first open text style transfer dataset in
Korean. Our contribution is as follows:

• We present a corpus construction scheme capable
of performing multiple tasks while enabling paral-
lel sentence style transfer.

• We release a Korean corpus where sentence formal-
ity style is well defined, regarding the daily used
questions and commands.1

2. Related Work
In general, sentence style2 is handled regarding tone
and manner in writing, though with a subtle difference
(Brooks, 2020). However, previous research on content-
preserving style transfer (Logeswaran et al., 2018; Tian
et al., 2018) does not seem to be only about tone in
that the change in sentiment may influence the core
speaker intent. Furthermore, most approaches were from
the perspective of unsupervised learning (dos Santos et

1https://github.com/cynthia/stylekqc
2In this paper, we view ‘formality’ in Korean as a style,

while interchangeably using ‘conversion’ and ‘transfer’.

https://github.com/cynthia/stylekqc
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al., 2018; Bao et al., 2019), with less explored fields
of parallel style-variant corpus for supervised learning,
which might provide robust guidance for the generative
pre-trained models nowadays (Radford et al., 2019).
This trend was similarly revealed in previous studies on
Korean. Since the early approaches follow the studies in
English and other languages, sentiment or stance-based
style transfer has been predominantly suggested (Lee et
al., 2019; Choi and Na, 2019).3 In Hong et al. (2018),
the transfer regarding politeness suffix of the sentence
enders was considered at the same time maintaining
the sentence meaning, mainly regarding ‘hay-yo’ and
‘hap-syo’ enders which differ in the degree of formality.
However, it dealt only with the syntactic change, not the
modification in the lexicon, adverbs, or tone and manner
of the speech, which are all considered influential for
the honorific system (Strauss and Eun, 2005). In this re-
gard, we thought that formality style transfer should be
well-defined along with content preservation. Further-
more, there is no open dataset for Korean style transfer
that can be utilized for research and commercial pur-
poses. We aim to resolve the above issues by proposing
a straightforward and effective building scheme.

3. Proposed Scheme
We construct a corpus of Korean directives, namely
questions and commands, where the question consists
of an alternative question (Alt. Q) or wh-question (wh-
Q), and the command consists of prohibition (PH) and
requirement (REQ), following Cho et al. (2020a). In
other words, we target four types of speech acts and
assume sentences that can be uttered to humans or artifi-
cial intelligent (AI) agents. There are six topics involved
in this: messenger, calendar, weather and news, smart
home, shopping, and entertainment, which come from
a recent survey on customers’ usage (Lee et al., 2020).
Twelve workers from different backgrounds were re-
cruited. In detail, there were six researchers/students
with linguistics background, three researchers/students
with non-linguistic background, and three participants
working in an industry not related to the linguistics do-
main. We required specifying two likes and one dislike
on the topic, and these preferences were taken into ac-
count when creating a total of 6 subgroups with two
people each. Here, to help participants interact with
each other’s strategies and at the same time proceed
in a way that is more linguistically feasible, we placed
a researcher with the linguistics background to each
group.
We created a construction scheme that goes through
the following three steps to check its reliability while
generating utterances of 5,000 per topic and 7,500 per
speech act.

1. Writing natural language queries
2. Rewriting queries in a sentence with the formal

tone

3Most of the work are not in an internationally readable
format; thus, we note here the methods used in the papers.

3. Converting the formal sentences to informal ones

Query generation First, query generation is a process
in which participants directly suggest the core content of
directives which are to be rewritten in a formal style. In
this process, participants were asked to write a natural
language query for each of the given two speech acts
on the assigned topic.4 Since the query structure differs
by speech act type as in Cho et al. (2020a), the created
queries did not overlap across the workers. The queries
were checked for their suitability, to avoid personally
identifiable stuff or those that can cause social harm. 125
queries were generated for each (topic, act) pair. The
example of queries per some (topic, act) is shown below.
All the queries are generated in Korean, but described
here in English for demonstrative purposes.

• (Shopping, Alt. Q) The one that has better A/S
between Samsung and Apple

• (Entertainment, Wh-Q) The TV channel number
where the news is on at 8:00 p.m.

• (Messenger, PH) Not to turn on WeChat automatic
update

• (Smart home, REQ) To recharge the wireless vac-
uum cleaner in the multi-room

No particular principle was considered in the query gen-
eration, but the workers were asked to make diverse
expressions that fit with colloquial context and daily
life. Too knowledge-intensive questions or queries with
multiple contents were asked for a modification.

Writing formal sentences The next is a process in
which the workers of subgroups exchange queries gen-
erated by each other and rewrite them into formal style
sentences.5 We primarily asked for the formal style be-
cause there are more diverse expressions for formal
utterances in the Korean language regarding indirect
speech and honorifics (Byon, 2006), so that the para-
phrasing is easier compared to informal ones that might
not come to the worker’s mind at the first place. The for-
mal utterances were required to fit with the conversation
with senior or elderly addressees rather than friends or
juniors.
Rewriting was required for a total of 5 sentences. To
make the paraphrases as diverse as possible, the ask-
ing strategies in Byon (2006) and Cho (2008) were
requested. We display some excerpts:

• Softening the commands to requests
• Indirectly mentioning the addressee’s obligation
• Mentioning the addressee’s responsibility

4These were readily provided by the process managers in
Cho et al. (2020a), but here we let them be created by the
workers to make the contents more diverse and to benefit from
the preferences. Also, ‘query’ here does not only apply to
the phrase for questions, but also the nominalized phrase for
commands. Refer to Cho et al. (2020b) for further information.

5In this process, the workers check the validity of the query
created by each other, that the incompleteness of the queries
overlooked by the moderator (author) can be pointed out.
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Figure 1: An example of query generation-formal sentence writing-informal transferring, along with the gloss and
translation (PRT particle, NMN nominalizer, ACC accusative, FUT futuristic, DEC declarative, POL politeness
suffix, IMP imperative). Though not reflected in the English translation, the transferring preserves the overall
structure of the formal sentence as well as the core content.

• Alleviating the addressee’s burden with polarity
items such as please or bit

• Asking the availability of the addressee

Some of these characteristics are shared across the cul-
ture (Brown et al., 1987). It may also be exhibited sim-
ilar in the East Asian society (Gu, 1990) and within
a similar syntax such as Japanese (Okamoto, 1999;
Fukada and Asato, 2004). However, we faced language-
specific considerations regarding functional and lexical
expressions and asked the workers to reflect them in
the construction. Simultaneously, to fit with the natural-
ness within colloquial context, written-style or outdated
phrases/words were avoided.

Converting to informal style The final process is
modifying directive sentences written in formal style
into informal sentences. Here, the workers convert the
other person’s formal sentences, created from the orig-
inal query they had generated, checking the typos and
misunderstandings once again. ‘Informality’ defined
here is slightly different from being rude or impolite,
but instead means that the conversation moves towards
a more comfortable and personal relationship. (Rao and
Tetreault, 2018).
In this process, we asked the workers to maintain the
overall sentence structure, of which the diversity was
already obtained owing to policies in writing formal sen-
tences. With this, we could prevent the potential overlap
between the converted sentences and also guarantee the
‘parallelness’ of the created data. This can be more ef-
fective in the Korean language where indirectness is
often distinguished from formality; for instance, a cau-
tious request to a younger brother can be informal but
indirect.
Style conversion was performed in various aspects such
as change in sentence enders, honorifics, and lexicons
(such as nation to country). The workers were encour-
aged to insert or delete some phrases depending on the
naturalness of the content, and to perform at least two
word-level modifications. The detailed guideline6 for

6https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1gjyEMCcp0mxmdzSKdd5OrLFVikyq22OsxXHisSr2THY
written in Korean.

the whole process was provided to the workers with
example query-sentence tuples, and we exhibit one of
them (Figure 1).

Refinement The corpus was refined by three native
speakers with corpus construction experience for Ko-
rean directive sentences. In this process, typos, awkward
sentences, and paraphrases that are not sufficiently di-
verse were inspected, and the reviews were reflected by
the moderator.

4. Experiment
4.1. Task Setting
Through the experiment, we display that the proposed
construction scheme provides a corpus that enables cre-
ating multiple task sets simultaneously, which can bring
advantages from a practical viewpoint.

• Topic classification
• Speech act classification
• Paraphrase detection
• Sentence style transfer

4.2. Implementation
For each of the total 24 [topic, act] chunks where we
have 125 queries each, we set aside 80% (100 queries)
for training, 4% (5 queries) for validation, and 16% (20
queries) for the test. From the whole dataset of volume
30,000, the training set contains 24,000 sentences and
1,200/4,800 for dev/test each. The queries were chosen
randomly, and all the sets have an equal rate of topic
and speech act ratio.
Topic (TOPIC) and speech act (ACT) classification are
intuitively formulated. There are 5,000 utterances for
each topic and 7,500 utterances for each speech act,
where six topics and four speech act types are set as
labels.
Paraphrase detection (PARA) requires a sentence pair.
In Cho et al. (2020a), the sentence similarity was de-
fined 5-fold, checking if the topic or speech act over-
laps between the two input sentences, with the highest
similarity if the queries are identical (the paraphrases).
The paraphrase detection task was derived by formu-
lating the multi-class problem into a binary task. See

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gjyEMCcp0mxmdzSKdd5OrLFVikyq22OsxXHisSr2THY
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gjyEMCcp0mxmdzSKdd5OrLFVikyq22OsxXHisSr2THY
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TOPIC ACT PARA STYLE
Input Sentence Sentence Pair Sentence

Class # 6 4 2 -
Volume 30,000 30,000 270,000 15,000
F1 Score 92.68 97.75 99.93 -
Accuracy 92.83 97.75 99.93 99.58†

CED - - - 0.451

Table 1: Experiment results on four subtasks.

DATA-GEN/mkdata.py in the supplementary mate-
rial7 for further detail.
Finally, we checked whether sentence style transfer
(STYLE) works using the pairs within; 12,000 pairs
for training, 600 for validation and 2,400 for the test.
The training was done in the way of converting the
formal sentences to informal ones.
Both sentence classification and paraphrase detection
tasks were implemented based on a BERT-based (Devlin
et al., 2019) KcBERT8 (Lee, 2020), and for sentence
style transfer, KoGPT29 that bases on GPT2 (Radford et
al., 2019) was adopted. F1 (macro) and accuracy were
used for the classification tasks, and for style transfer,
we checked character edit distance (CED). The accu-
racy for style transfer (†) denotes the precision obtained
with the model learned upon the train set (Pang, 2019).
Experimental settings are provided as supplementary.

4.3. Results
In classification and inference, we have the evaluation
results that show consistency between the train and test
dataset (Table 1). Considering that queries in each set are
distinguished from each other, we claim that our dataset
displays the extensibility to wider world problems, also
providing the comprehensive coverage of topics and
acts that are of interest in usual conversation and smart
speaker dialogues. Though the baseline score is quite
high for ACT and PARA, it does not harm one of our
goals to provide a solid scheme for corpus construction
that suffices practical, real-world applicability.
On STYLE, we adopted CED since our ‘style’ more re-
gards the change in suffix and some lexicons rather than
the whole word order and phrase usage.10 Nonetheless,
we found the transfer task still challenging in view of the
objective measure. Instead, we observed the practical
validity using a style classifier learned upon train and
valid set, which displays sufficiently high accuracy.11

We qualitatively checked that the seq2seq (Sutskever et

7https://www.dropbox.com/s/
ju53oan78u2nfkx/supple-data.zip?dl=0

8https://github.com/Beomi/KcBERT
9https://github.com/SKT-AI/KoGPT2

10On using other objective measures, the morpheme-level
tokenization is not yet unified for Korean sentences, to
make evaluation harder. More explanation is available in Ap-
pendix A.1.

11More explanation on using classifier accuracy in style
checking is available in Appendix A.2.

al., 2014) approach with a pre-trained generative model
guarantees the intended style transfer.

4.3.1. Error Analysis
For style transfer, some errors have occurred in the fol-
lowing forms:

1. Unknown stop in the decoding session

2. Repetition of some phrases

3. Appearance of irrelevant terms

Unknown stops We first assumed OOV for a reason,
but it turned out not since it happened for the text cases
where all the tokens exist in the training set. Another
analysis suggests that the change of word order (which is
tolerated in Korean for being scrambling) which makes
it challenging for the language understanding module
to comprehend a full sentence, might have caused the
decoding module to fall in collapse and finish the de-
coding just by facing the end of usual sentences. For
instance, an in-out pair

(a) 국내 브랜드가 더 많이 들어가 있는 곳을 알아봐
주세요지마켓과신세계중에 (“Please find out where
more domestic brands are located, among G-Market and
Shinsegae.”)
(b) *12국내브랜드가더많이들어가있는곳좀알아

봐줘지마켓 (*“G-Market, find out where more domes-
tic brands are in.”)

shows that the scrambling, which preserves sentence
acceptability in Korean, might confuse the trained mod-
ule.

Repitition The repetition of phrases bursts out when
the model is confused about what to transfer, sometimes
because it misunderstood the act of the utterance. For
instance, in an in-out pair

(c)내일재고확인하세요모레재고확인하세요 (”Will
you check stock tomorrow or the day after tomorrow?”)
(d) *내일 재고확인 좀 해 모레 재고확인해야겠어 모
레재고확인해야겠어 (*”Check stock tomorrow. I will
check it the day after tomorrow. I will check it the day
after tomorrow.”)

the transfer model fails to understand that the input
sentence is an alternative question and transfers it as
a command (due to a seemingly ambiguous sentence
ender요 (yo) - whose role is clear at this circumstance),
finally displaying a repetition, failing to emit an accept-
able sentence.

Irrelevant terms The appearance of irrelevant terms
happened rarely, but mainly seemed to be owing to the
knowledge within the generative pre-trained models. It
would be our future work to lessen this kind of malfunc-
tion where the pre-trained bias negatively affects the
fine-tuned model.

12Wrong sentence.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ju53oan78u2nfkx/supple-data.zip?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ju53oan78u2nfkx/supple-data.zip?dl=0
https://github.com/Beomi/KcBERT
https://github.com/SKT-AI/KoGPT2
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4.3.2. Discussion
We have some notes on the validity of the created dataset.
Primarily, though the dataset is first suggested open cor-
pus for Korean style transfer, the granularity of the style
difference within the pair is not provided here as in Rao
and Tetreault (2018). Also, since our dataset provides
the style transfer that maintains the overall sentence
structure, some sentence pairs show minor differences,
which is sufficient for spoken language processing but
less robust to digitized online texts. Finally, since the
formality conversion regards morpho-syntactic and lexi-
cal changes rather than the paraphrasing done in writing
the formal sentences, the style diversity of expressions
is limited to the sentence formats that are not awkward
to utter.
Despite the limitations, we want to emphasize that our
approach can suggest a reliable and efficient scheme
for the service providers or task managers aiming at a
particular style transfer for various types of sentences.
For instance, if one replaces input queries with some
structured query language (SQL) or canonical forms of
statements and use ‘rudeness’ or ‘twitter-likeness’ as
a style, the parallel dataset can be created in the same
way, with a slightly different guideline. This kind of
pair generation has been done with rule or back trans-
lation in Rao and Tetreault (2018), but we believe that
human-aided construction is more reliable and eventu-
ally reduces the necessity of additional human checking.
Also, see Appendix B to see how our manual construc-
tion process has considered the ethical sides of human
factors.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we construct and disclose the first style-
variant Korean paraphrase corpus. Topic, speech act, and
paraphrase are simultaneously considered in evaluating
the final corpus, where the consistent composition is
assumed to be guaranteed by the evaluation results. The
entire guideline is currently specific to the formality
transfer in Korean, but can be utilized in making up
other parallel style transfer corpus with an extended
pool of topics, speech acts, queries, and style. All the
resources are available online13, and we provide another
implementation for politeness transfer using a Korean
public PLM14 to facilitate the future research on Korean
text style transfer.
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A. Analysis on STYLE Results
In STYLE, CED and accuracy are used, where each is
defined a little bit different from usual cases.
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A.1. Using CED
First, on CED, since the output length may dif-
fer from GT, we normalize the CED with length
so that it comes between 0 and 1, such as de-
fined in SOURCE/EVAL-STYLE/eval style.py
among the supplementary material. In Korean, charac-
ter denotes a morpho-syllabic block that corresponds
to the subword in English, thus CED can have a role
as a subword-level edit distance. This was considered
more appropriate than BLEU or METEOR, which are
usual for other Latin alphabet-based style transfer stud-
ies, since 1) ours aims at a structure-conservative style-
variant paraphrasing, and 2) morphological decompo-
sition schemes are not solidly unified in the empirical
studies. Besides, we did not choose semantic-level mea-
sures such as BERTScore since most of the outputs
would record a high score because the paraphrasing was
guaranteed.

A.2. Using Accuracy
On the accuracy, which is defined differently from
TOPIC, ACT, or PARA since the aim of STYLE is
not originally in making a classifier, we check if the
style classifier trained with the samples of the training
set can precisely classify the transferred test sentences
as informal ones. Thus, only the accuracy, which equals
precision in this scenario, is calculated. Achieving a
high performance here indirectly shows that the style
transfer is adequately performed for a large portion of
scenarios.

B. Ethical Considerations
In the corpus construction procedure which bases upon
the documented approval of the workers, adequate com-
pensation was paid to each of them, in all the processes
of query generation, writing formal sentences, and trans-
ferring them to the informal one.
The participants, recruited from social media and the
web, are familiar with smart speakers, and some of them
had experience in corpus construction processes. For 12
participants, 250 WON (≈$0.22) was provided in writ-
ing each query and 200 WON (≈$0.18) for making up
the sentences. Thus, each participant was paid 600,000
WON (≈$540) to make up 250 queries and write 2,500
sentences.
Our resource is free from license issues since all the
materials were created according to the guideline (a
kind of template) and checked for post-processing. The
outcome of our project does not contain any personally
identifiable information, nor the contents that can induce
social harm.
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